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Introduc)on	

v  The ESPF DoubleTalk Corpus 
Ø  Electromagnetic Articulography 
Ø  Several tasks to elicit natural speech 
Ø  12 speakers (four varieties of English) 
Ø  289 /t,d/ tokens with no preceding or following 

coronal segment used 

v  The vast majority of instances of audible ‘/t,d/ Deletion’ in this corpus feature some residual tongue tip raising (74%), but categorical deletion does 
appear to exist, occurring in 9 tokens out of 289 total (and in 26% of auditorily absent /t,d/ tokens). 

Ø  It is possible that previously reported rates of ‘/t,d/ Deletion’ have been vastly overestimated. 
Ø  This poses problems for current findings regarding the acquisition of variable processes. 

v  There is some evidence of systematic variation in /t,d/ articulation conditioned by an interaction between variety and morphological class. 
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v  34 /t,d/ tokens out of 289 (12%) auditorily absent in /CCCOR#/ context. 
Ø  Tagliamonte & Temple (2005): 24% 
Ø  Guy (1991): 41% 
Ø  Santa Ana (1991): 51% 

v  Monomorphemic /t,d/ tokens have a significantly lower tongue tip raising than 
Simple Past forms for Southern British Speakers (2-4mm differences). 

Ø  Which appears to drive a frequency effect in these speakers. 
v  Direction of this lenition is consistent with theories of morphologically/lexically 

motivated deletion. 
v  No effect of morphological class or lexical frequency observed for Scottish 

speakers. 

v  Tangential velocity valleys interpreted as 
articulatory targets. 

v  Targets (A, B) surrounding /t,d/ token used to define 
interval containing relevant tongue tip peak (T) 

v  h = distance from AB to T at timepoint T 
v  H = distance from AB to speaker-specific maximum 

height (MAX) 
v  Normalised measure = h/H 
v  MAX height taken from word-initial /t/, /d/, or /n/ 

v  Deletion of a word-final coronal stop following a 
consonant, (/CCCOR#/), e.g. fact [fak]. 

v  Auditory accounts widely used for theories… 
Ø  Of morphology-phonology interaction. 
Ø  Of the acquisition of variable phenomena. 

v  Temple (2014) problematises use of acoustic data. 
v  Is ‘/t,d/ Deletion’ just articulatory lenition/overlap? 

Figure 1: Speaker with EMA sensor coils placed. 

Figure 2: Points used to measure and normalise tokens. 

Type C: “huffed and” [hʌfən].   Type D: “kept calling” [kɛp ̚kɒlɪŋ].   

Proportional tongue tip raising in monomorphemic and 
simple past /t,d/ tokens. 
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What is the articulatory reality 
of ‘/t,d/ Deletion’? 

Proportional tongue tip raising by Zipf 
lexical frequency score. 

¾ auditory ‘deletions’ show tongue tip raising 

Relatively low rate of audible ‘deletion’ 

25 (9%) with covert  
tongue tip raising 

v  2 with no evidence of an articulatory target 
v  7 with tongue tip movement downwards 

v  Some with likely articulatory overlap 
v  Some where ‘undershoot’ is more likely 

“left Bruce” [lɛfbrus].   

“lived with” [lɪvwiθ].   

“kept calling” [kɛp ̚kɒlɪŋ].   

“left of the” [lɛfəvðə].   

9 (3%) articulatorily deleted 


